INTRODUCTION
============

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) chronically infects around 200 million people worldwide and frequently causes liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma ([@b1]--[@b3]). HCV is a member of the *Flaviviridae* family ([@b4]) and has a positive-stranded RNA genome of ∼9.6 kb. This RNA contains an internal ribosome entry site (IRES) ([@b5]--[@b7]), which controls the initiation of translation of a large open reading frame encoding a polyprotein of ∼3000 amino acids. Proteolytic cleavage of this polyprotein by host signal peptidases and two viral proteases produces four structural proteins (core, E1, E2 and P7) and six nonstructural proteins (NS2, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A and NS5B) \[reviewed in ([@b8]--[@b10])\].

It was also observed that the core-encoding region of HCV expresses an additional protein of about 16--17 kDa at a low level ([@b11]--[@b13]). A conserved open reading frame in the +1 reading frame relative to the polyprotein was subsequently observed in the core-encoding region and it was shown that the sera of HCV-infected patients reacted against peptides corresponding to this +1 reading frame ([@b14]). Xu *et al*. ([@b15]) showed that this protein, which was named the F protein, was produced by a +1 translational frameshift by ribosomes that initiated translation at the AUG codon used for the synthesis of the HCV polyprotein and shifted the reading frame between codons 9 and 11 of this polyprotein. This mechanism was deduced from the N-terminal sequencing of the translation product generated when translating the beginning of the HCV-core region in a rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL). This +1 frameshift was observed with a HCV sequence that contains a stretch of 10 adenines (10A) encompassing the proposed frameshift site, a sequence that is underrepresented among the viral variants (2 out of 721 sequences available at the hepatitis virus database: <http://s2as02.genes.nig.ac.jp/>). However, a stretch of A in a messenger RNA is known to promote frameshifting at a high efficiency *in vitro* ([@b16]), but much less in cultured mammalian cells where the control of the translation accuracy and of the maintenance of the reading frame is much more stringent ([@b17]). Also, antibodies against the F protein can be detected in patients infected with any HCV genotype, whether the 10A stretch is present or not ([@b18],[@b19]). In an independent study, Boulant *et al*. ([@b20]) sequenced translational products generated by expressing in *Escherichia coli* a HCV fragment coding for the core protein and they also concluded that the F protein results from a +1 ribosomal frameshift, but at codon 42 of the polyprotein, an AGG codon. This codon is a rare codon in bacteria but not in humans (codon usage database: <http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/>). It could therefore promote a +1 frameshift by slowing down the elongating ribosomes in bacteria ([@b17]), but this does not hold for humans. Lastly, Vassilaki and Mavromara ([@b21]), when expressing a fusion of the HCV core-coding sequence to a luciferase reporter gene in cultured cells, detected another HCV protein, smaller than the protein generated by a +1 frameshift and showed that this protein results from the initiation of translation in a +1 reading frame relative to the polyprotein, at an AUG codon overlapping codon 86 or 88 of this polyprotein. All these observations raise questions on the mechanism that account for the synthesis of the F protein and led us to reassess this mechanism by investigating the expression of a luciferase reporter with an N-terminal insertion encompassing the beginning of the HCV-coding sequence *in vitro* and in cultured cells. In the site that was proposed by Xu *et al*. ([@b15]) to promote a +1 ribosomal frameshift, we introduced either the consensus sequence (AAAGAAAAAC) found in most HCV variants or the previously used stretch of 10A. We found that the previously reported +1 frameshift was artificially caused by the presence of the 10A stretch and that the synthesis of the F protein results from a direct initiation in the +1 reading frame at a non-AUG codon (GUG or GCG) overlapping codon 26 of the polyprotein.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Construction of plasmids
------------------------

All the plasmids used in this study were derived from pcDNA3.1-LUC, originating from pcDNA3.1/Hygro(+) (Invitrogen), where the firefly luciferase gene is inserted under the control of a CMV and a T7 promoter ([@b22]). Plasmid pCore1a-33, which contains the 5′-UTR plus the beginning of the coding sequence of HCV, was a gift from Dr H. Soudeyns (Hôpital Ste-Justine, Montréal) and was created from a viral sequence obtained from the plasma of a patient infected with HCV genotype 1a. This plasmid provided the HCV sequence used in this study. Portions of different length were amplified by PCR from this plasmid and inserted between the KpnI and BamHI sites of pcDNA3.1-LUC, creating the pHCV-LUC (0) series ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These (0) constructs are such that the luciferase-coding sequence is in-frame with the HCV AUG initiation codon, so that only the ribosomes that translate in the reading frame of this AUG produce luciferase. For each pHCV-LUC (0) construct, a (+1) construct was created by inserting an adenine just after the BamHI site of the (0) construct. These (+1) constructs are such that the luciferase-coding sequence is in the +1 reading frame relative to the HCV AUG initiation codon, so that only ribosomes that translate in this +1 reading frame produce luciferase. Derivatives of pHCV-447-LUC (0) and (+1) constructs (the parental constructs that were used to generate deletion and substitution mutants) were created by PCR, by amplifying mutated DNA fragments with two primers for deletion mutants and with four primers for substitution mutants, according to the procedure of Ho *et al*. ([@b23]). The amplified DNA fragments were subcloned between the KpnI and BamHI sites of pcDNA3.1-LUC and all the constructs were verified by sequencing the entire insert.

Transient transfections and luciferase assays
---------------------------------------------

Transfections of the plasmids of the pHCV-LUC series into HEK 293FT cells (Human Embryonic Kidney fibroblast-like cells; Invitrogen) were carried out as described previously ([@b22]), using a standard calcium phosphate precipitation method ([@b24]) with 3 μg of pHCV-LUC (0) or (+1) and 1 μg of pcDNA3.1/Hygro(+)/lacZ, which codes for β-galactosidase. For luciferase assays, 1 μl of a 600 μl cell extract was added to 25 μl of the Luciferase Assay Reagent (Promega) and the amount of light emitted was measured with a Berthold Lumat LB 9507 luminometer. The synthesis of the F protein relative to the synthesis of the polyprotein was calculated by dividing the luciferase activity of the (+1) construct by the luciferase activity of the corresponding (0) construct, unless otherwise indicated. The β-galactosidase activity was measured with the chlorophenolred-β-galactopyranoside substrate (Calbiochem) ([@b25]) with aliquots of 10 μl of cell extracts and it was used to normalize luciferase activities for variations in transfection efficiency.

*In vitro* transcription and translation
----------------------------------------

*In vitro* transcriptions were carried out essentially as described previously ([@b22]), using FbaI-linearized pHCV-LUC (0) and (+1) constructs. The RNA transcripts (0.2 μg) were translated in 25 μl of RRL (Promega) at 30°C for 20 min, a reaction time for which the translation system functions at its maximal rate. When the translation assays were made in the presence of edeine, the RRL was preincubated with the indicated concentration of this compound for 5 min at 37°C before the addition of the RNA transcripts. The reaction was stopped by the addition of EDTA to a final concentration of 6 mM. For luciferase assays, 2.5 μl of the translation mixture was added to 25 μl of the Luciferase Assay Reagent and the amount of light emitted was measured with a Berthold Lumat LB 9507 luminometer. The synthesis of the F protein relative to the synthesis of the polyprotein was calculated as described above.

RESULTS
=======

Mapping of the HCV-coding region required to produce the F protein
------------------------------------------------------------------

To reassess the mechanism controlling the synthesis of the F protein from HCV RNA, we introduced fragments of different length of the HCV genotype 1a genome ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) before the coding sequence for the firefly luciferase gene (*luc*) harbored by a pcDNA3.1/Hygro(+) plasmid, under the control of a CMV and a T7 promoter. This generated a series of pHCV-LUC (0) constructs, an example of which, pHCV-447-LUC (0), is shown in [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In these constructs, the insertions are such that ribosomes initiate translation at the HCV AUG initiation codon (nt 342--344 of the HCV RNA) and translate the portion of HCV viral RNA and the fused in-frame *luc* sequence. Synthesis of luciferase in these (0) constructs mimics the expression of the HCV polyprotein. These constructs contained either the complete IRES, starting at nt 1 of HCV RNA (thereafter referred to as IRES constructs) or a small fragment of the 5′-UTR of HCV RNA, starting at nt 290 (thereafter referred to as cap constructs). In the cap constructs, initiation of translation is mediated through recruitment of the 40S ribosomal subunits to the 5′ end of the mRNA and scanning of the 5′-UTR until the 40S subunits encounter the polyprotein AUG initiation codon \[see ([@b26]--[@b29]) for reviews of cap-dependent initiation\]. In the IRES constructs, translation initiation occurs through the HCV IRES-mediated binding of the 40S subunits directly to the polyprotein AUG initiation codon \[see ([@b6],[@b30]) for reviews of HCV IRES-dependent initiation\]. For each (0) construct, a (+1) construct was made by adding an adenine before the *luc* coding sequence ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), so that the luciferase-coding sequence is in the +1 reading frame relative to the HCV AUG initiation codon and that only ribosomes that translate the HCV viral RNA in the +1 reading frame synthesize luciferase. Synthesis of luciferase in these (+1) constructs mimics the expression of the HCV F protein. The synthesis of luciferase in the pHCV-LUC (0) and (+1) constructs was assessed in cultured cells and *in vitro* in an RRL.

We started by defining the HCV-coding region required to synthesize the maximal amount of the F protein. To this end, four series of (0) and (+1) cap and IRES constructs of different length were produced: pHCV-387-LUC, pHCV-426-LUC, pHCV-447-LUC and pHCV-510-LUC, where the number in the name of each construct indicates the nucleotide at the 3′ end of the HCV insertion (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In all these constructs the sequence encompassing codons 9--11 of the polyprotein, corresponding to nt 366--374 of the HCV viral RNA, is the consensus HCV sequence. Derivatives of all these constructs were made by mutagenesis, which contained the stretch of 10A (thereafter referred to as 10A constructs) that was previously proposed by Xu *et al*. ([@b15]) to mediate a +1 ribosomal frameshift (see [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

[Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the amount of the F protein (assessed by expression of luciferase in the +1 frame) synthesized in cultured cells ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) or *in vitro* ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) with the four series of constructs described above and with the corresponding 10A constructs. The synthesis of the F protein is expressed relative to the amount of polyprotein. The background of expression, which is ∼0.4% in cultured cells and ∼1% *in vitro*, was subtracted from the results presented in the figures. This background was determined with a control construct where a UGA stop codon was inserted immediately preceding the *luc* coding sequence. In cultured cells with pHCV-387-LUC, the F protein was produced at 0.1--0.2% of the polyprotein for all members of this series (IRES or cap constructs with the consensus or 10A sequence), which is not significantly different from the background. Lengthening the HCV insertion in pHCV-426-LUC increased the relative synthesis of the F protein to 0.6--0.9% and an additional lengthening of the HCV insertion with nt 427--447 in pHCV-447-LUC further increased the synthesis of the F protein to 1.5--2.6% of the polyprotein. However, a longer HCV insertion in pHCV-510-LUC decreased the relative synthesis of the F protein to a level similar to that obtained with pHCV-426-LUC.

Our results with cultured cells show that the synthesis of the F protein occurs whether initiation of translation is cap-dependent or IRES-dependent and that the efficiency of this synthesis is maximal for pHCV-447-LUC, which contains the first 35 codons from the HCV-coding sequence. The level of expression was always low, even for pHCV-447-LUC, for which it is about 5-fold the background value, but it was reproducibly observed with independent constructs and DNA preparations. Our results also show that the presence of the 10A sequence used by Xu *et al*. ([@b15]) does not increase the amount of the F protein synthesized compared with the consensus sequence. This observation is in agreement with the fact that, as mentioned above, antibodies against the F protein were detected in patients infected with any HCV genotype regardless of the presence or the absence of the 10A stretch ([@b18],[@b19]). We also assayed our constructs *in vitro* by translating in an RRL the various corresponding HCV-luciferase mRNAs obtained by transcription of the linearized plasmids. It can be seen ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) that, with the consensus HCV sequence, the pattern of synthesis of the F protein is similar to that obtained in cultured cells, i.e. it does not differ significantly from the background for pHCV-387-LUC, increases with the pHCV-426-LUC and pHCV-447-LUC constructs, reaching a maximum level of 1.7 and 7.0% for the cap and IRES constructs, respectively, but decreases with pHCV-510-LUC to the levels observed with pHCV-426-LUC. However, with the constructs containing the 10A stretch, synthesis of the F protein is around 15--20%, independent of the length of the HCV insertion. *In vitro* translational systems are less accurate than cultured cells ([@b17]), as recalled in the Introduction. From comparing the results in cultured cells and *in vitro*, we conclude that the presence of the 10A stretch, a slippery sequence that is known to promote frameshifting *in vitro*, favors a +1 frameshift allowing the synthesis of the F protein in the +1 reading frame relative to the polyprotein. This efficient frameshift likely masks any other event occurring at a lower efficiency that could contribute to the synthesis of the F protein. The observation that the F protein was produced by a +1 ribosomal frameshift ([@b15]) appears to be linked to the use of a peculiar viral sequence and this prompted us to reassess the mechanism accounting for the synthesis of the F protein, using the consensus viral sequence and not the 10A stretch at the site previously proposed for frameshifting.

HCV F protein is not produced by a +1 ribosomal frameshift
----------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the mechanism responsible for the synthesis of HCV F protein, we used pHCV-447-LUC, the construct with which the amount of the F protein synthesized is maximal. We first introduced mutations in pHCV-447-LUC (cap or IRES construct, with the consensus sequence for codons 9--11), by inserting a UGA stop codon in the HCV polyprotein reading frame. This stop codon was introduced at codon 3, 9, 10, 11 or 12, generating pHCV-UGA3-LUC, pHCV-UGA9-LUC, pHCV-UGA10-LUC, pHCV-UGA11-LUC and pHCV-UGA12-LUC (see [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for the description of these mutants and the other mutants used in the rest of this study). We reasoned that if the F protein was produced by a +1 ribosomal frameshift, inserting a stop codon in the HCV polyprotein reading frame should abolish translation in the +1 reading frame when it is inserted before the frameshift site, since no elongating ribosomes would then reach this frameshift site. However, assays in cultured cells showed that none of the inserted stop codon decreased the synthesis of the F protein ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), whereas all the inserted stop codons severely impaired the synthesis of the polyprotein (data not shown). The same observation was made with translation assays in an RRL (data not shown). These results therefore indicate that the F protein is not produced by elongating ribosomes that initiated translation at the polyprotein AUG initiation codon and shifted the reading frame at a specific site.

A decrease in the efficiency of the initiation of translation of HCV polyprotein favors the synthesis of the F protein
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If the F protein is not synthesized by a +1 ribosomal frameshift, a likely hypothesis is that it results from the initiation of translation in the +1 reading frame relative to the reading frame of the HCV polyprotein. If this is the case, the translational start site for the polyprotein and the one for the F protein must compete for the amount of available 40S ribosomal subunits. To get further insight into the mechanism of synthesis of the F protein, we made two derivatives of pHCV-447-LUC. The first one is pHCV-uuuAUG-LUC, for which the 3 nt upstream of the AUG initiator codon were mutated so as to change its context from an optimal context for initiation of translation, according to Kozak ([@b31]), to a weak context. The second one is pHCV-accUAC-LUC, for which the initiator codon for the polyprotein was mutated to UAC so as to impair recognition by Met-tRNA~i~. It can be seen in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} that the translation efficiency of the polyprotein was decreased by 5- to 10-fold with pHCV-uuuAUG-LUC and by 15- to 50-fold with pHCV-accUAC-LUC in the IRES and cap constructs, respectively. However, the translation of the F protein increased by 2- to 3-fold in pHCV-uuuAUG-LUC and pHCV-accUAC-LUC, whether the initiation of translation was cap or IRES dependent. These results confirm that the synthesis of the F protein does not result from a +1 frameshift by elongating ribosomes, since reducing the synthesis of the polyprotein did not decrease the amount of the F protein produced but rather increased it. They support the hypothesis that the synthesis of the F protein results from an initiation in the +1 reading frame relative to the AUG initiator codon used for the polyprotein.

Location of the F protein translation start site
------------------------------------------------

The next step consists in determining where the translation initiation site for the F protein is located. There is no AUG codon in the +1 reading frame in the HCV-coding sequence inserted in pHCV-447-LUC, which suggests that the translation initiation for the F protein takes place at a non-AUG initiation codon. Initiation at a non-AUG codon is now well-documented in mammalian cells and in viruses \[reviewed in ([@b32]--[@b34])\]. To locate the initiation codon for the F protein, we introduced a stop codon at various positions in the +1 reading frame of the HCV-coding sequence in pHCV-447-LUC, knowing that insertion of a stop codon in the +1 reading frame should impair translation of the F protein if it is positioned at the translational start site or downstream of it. We first narrowed the region encompassing the translation initiation site for the F protein by inserting a stop codon every tenth codon. We found that the synthesis of the F protein was not impaired when a stop codon was inserted at positions overlapping codon 10 or 20 of the polyprotein sequence in the +1 reading frame \[codon 10(+1) or 20(+1)\], but this synthesis was strongly decreased when the stop codon was inserted at codon 30(+1) (data not shown). We then introduced a stop codon in the +1 reading frame overlapping codon 23, 24, 25 or 26 of the polyprotein, generating pHCV-UAA23+ 1-LUC, pHCV-UGA24+1-LUC, pHCV-UGA25+1-LUC and pHCV-UGA26+1-LUC, respectively. In pHCV-UAA23+1-LUC and pHCV-UGA24+1-LUC, the nucleotide downstream of the inserted stop codon was mutated to an adenine to ensure efficient termination of translation at this codon ([@b35]). It can be seen ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) that, in cultured cells the synthesis of the F protein is not decreased with pHCV-UAA23+1-LUC and pHCV-UGA24+1-LUC, but, with pHCV-UGA25+1-LUC and pHCV- UGA26+1-LUC, it is reduced to about one-fourth or one-fifth, to a value near the background. This decrease was also observed with the same two constructs in an RRL (data not shown). An immediate conclusion would be that initiation of translation for the F protein occurs at the CGG codon overlapping codon 25 of the polyprotein. However, we considered the possibility that the GUG codon 26(+1) could also be the translation start site and that mutating codon 25(+1) could affect the F protein synthesis by altering the context of codon 26(+1).

To discriminate between codons 25(+1) and 26(+1) as candidates for the initiation of translation of the F protein, we made another series of mutants derived from pHCV-447-LUC ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}): an additional nucleotide (U) was added immediately after codon 25(+1) (pHCV+U418-LUC) or after codon 26(+1) (pHCV+U421-LUC). These insertions change the reading frame of the coding sequence of the reporter gene and should impair luciferase expression, which monitors the synthesis of the F protein if translation initiation of the F protein takes place before the inserted nucleotide. The synthesis of the F protein was not impaired with pHCV+U418-LUC, but was strongly reduced with pHCV+U421-LUC ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), which indicates that the translational start site for the F protein is located at codon 26(+1). We also deleted nt 447 (U) in pHCV+U421-LUC, generating pHCV+U421ΔU447-LUC in which the luciferase sequence was replaced in the reading frame corresponding to codon 26(+1) ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In this mutant, the synthesis of the F protein was restored to its value in pHCV-447-LUC, confirming that the decrease in the synthesis of the F protein observed with pHCV+U421-LUC resulted from a change in the reading frame and that codon 26(+1) is used to initiate translation of the F protein.

Further information on the initiation of translation of the F protein
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Codon 26(+1), which we identified as the start codon for the synthesis of the F protein, is GUG in pHCV-447-LUC. However, this codon is GUG in only 18% of the HCV sequences available at the hepatitis virus database, but it is GCG in 81% of the sequences. We therefore decided to mutate this GUG codon to GCG, generating pHCV-GCG26+1-LUC, and to investigate the synthesis of the F protein in the corresponding cap and IRES constructs. The synthesis of the F protein was not decreased in the IRES construct ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), revealing that translation initiation of the F protein can take place at codon 26(+1) of the polyprotein, whether it is GUG or GCG. However, with the corresponding cap construct, the synthesis of the F protein was strongly decreased.

It was previously shown that the 40S subunits that initiate translation with the HCV IRES cannot use a leaky scanning to initiate downstream from the polyprotein AUG initiator codon ([@b36]). This suggests that initiation of translation at codon 26(+1) should result from direct positioning of the 40S subunits at this codon when the initiation is IRES-mediated. To verify this suggestion, we introduced, in the 0 reading frame, an AUG with an optimal Kozak context (accAUGg) at codon 23 of the HCV polyprotein coding sequence for both the cap and IRES constructs of pHCV-447-LUC. With the pHCV-AUG23-LUC cap construct, the 40S subunits that scan the viral RNA after skipping the first initiator start site should initiate translation at the inserted AUG at codon 23, reducing the amount of 40S subunits available for an initiation at codon 26(+1). This is indeed the case for this cap construct ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), with which synthesis of the F protein was strongly reduced. However, the synthesis of the F protein remained unchanged for the pHCV-AUG23-LUC IRES construct, demonstrating that the initiation of translation occurs after direct positioning of the 40S subunits around codon 26(+1), as expected.

Initiation of translation with the initiator tRNA, Met-tRNA~i~, at a non-AUG codon in the ribosomal P site is well documented with codons that differ from AUG by only 1 nt ([@b32]--[@b34]), such as the GUG codon identified here as the initiation site of translation of the F protein. However, to our knowledge, this is the first time that a Met-tRNA~i~-mediated initiation is observed with an initiator codon that differs from AUG by 2 nt, such as the GCG codon found in this study. An alternative possibility could be that the synthesis of the F protein results from an initiation of translation in the A site of the ribosome without requiring the initiator Met-tRNA~i~. With this mode of initiation, which was demonstrated in insect viruses ([@b37],[@b38]), translation is initiated by the binding of an aminoacyl-tRNA cognate to the codon in the A site whereas the P site is occupied by a structure involving an RNA--RNA interaction between the codon in the P site and a complementary sequence in the viral RNA. In this Met-tRNA~i~-independent mechanism, the efficiency of the initiation of translation should be independent of the nature of the start codon. However, in our study, when codon 26(+1) was mutated to AUG generating pHCV-AUG26+1-LUC, the synthesis of the F protein dramatically increased with the cap construct as well as with the IRES construct ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the initiation of translation of the F protein does not occur in the A site, but takes place in the P site with Met-tRNA~i~ recognizing a non-AUG codon at position 26(+1), although less efficiently than an AUG codon. Furthermore, when the 3 nt upstream codon 26(+1) were mutated to ACC (pHCV-accGUG26+1-LUC), so as to create an optimal Kozak context for this codon, the synthesis of the F protein increased by 4- and 15-fold in the IRES and cap constructs, respectively ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The effect of an optimal Kozak context was also observed when codon 26(+1) is GCG (pHCV-accGCG26+1-LUC), although to a much lesser extent. Although it was observed in one case that a Kozak context could also enhance initiation at the A site ([@b39]), this context generally enhances the initiation with Met-tRNA~i~ at the ribosomal P site, in cap- and IRES-mediated translation ([@b40]). This effect of the Kozak context on the synthesis of the F protein thus also supports a translation initiation with Met-tRNA~i~ in the P site.

Effect of edeine on translation initiation of the F protein
-----------------------------------------------------------

To confirm that translation initiation of the F protein is carried out with Met-tRNA~i~ in the P site, we performed *in vitro* translation experiments in the presence of edeine with transcripts generated from IRES constructs. This compound is a peptide antibiotic, which interferes with initiation by impairing AUG codon recognition by the Met-tRNA~i~ in the P site at concentrations below 1 μM ([@b41],[@b42]). At concentrations higher than 1 μM, it also interferes with binding of tRNA to the A site ([@b43],[@b44]). A previous report by Sarnow and his collaborators ([@b38]) demonstrated that the presence of 0.25 μM edeine reduced IRES-mediated initiation at the P site by 90%, while initiation of translation at the A site for the cricket paralysis virus was only inhibited by 20%. We found here that translation of the polyprotein is inhibited up to 95% when the concentration in edeine increases from 0.1 to 0.3 μM ([Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). A similar response to edeine is observed for the synthesis of the F protein, whether the 26(+1) start codon is GUG, GCG or AUG. These results fully support a translation initiation for the F protein at the P site.

DISCUSSION
==========

In this study, we reassessed the mechanism accounting for the synthesis of the F protein of HCV, a protein whose role is still unknown and which is translated from the viral RNA in a +1 reading frame relative to the HCV polyprotein. It was previously proposed that the F protein results from a +1 ribosomal frameshift which takes place in the beginning of the core-coding region of the polyprotein and is made by a minority of ribosomes that initiated translation at the AUG start codon of the polyprotein ([@b15]). Our results demonstrate that this conclusion was inferred from *in vitro* translation assays using an underrepresented shifty sequence encompassing a stretch of 10A, which promotes this +1 ribosomal frameshift *in vitro*. Using the consensus HCV sequence (AAAGAAAAAC) instead of this shifty sequence, we showed that the synthesis of the F protein does not result from a ribosomal frameshift. We rather found that the initiation of the synthesis of the F protein takes place at a codon overlapping codon 26 of the polyprotein coding sequence in the +1 reading frame, codon 26(+1). Codon 26(+1) is GUG in 18% of the HCV sequences available and GCG in 81% of the sequences available. We found that a GUG codon at position 26(+1) is recognized as a translation start site by the ribosomes whether the initiation of translation is mediated by the HCV IRES or is cap-dependent, whereas initiation of translation at a GCG codon requires the presence of the IRES. When the initiation of translation is IRES-mediated, we showed that the 40S subunits that initiate translation at the start codon of the F protein do not reach this codon by scanning, but are directly positioned at this codon. We also observed that the synthesis of the F protein strongly increases when codon 26(+1) is mutated to AUG or when the context of this codon is mutated into an optimal Kozak context. Furthermore, at low concentrations of edeine that interfere with codon recognition by Met-tRNA~i~ in the P site but do not impair binding of a tRNA to the A site, the synthesis of the F protein was severely inhibited. These observations are consistent with a Met-tRNA~i~-dependent initiation of translation at the P site for the F protein.

When inserting segments of different length of the HCV-coding region before the coding sequence of the reporter gene, we found that the synthesis of the F protein requires the first 35 codons of the HCV polyprotein to reach its maximal efficiency. Under these conditions, the F protein is synthesized in cultured cells at an efficiency of ∼2% relative to the synthesis of the polyprotein. Although the efficiency of translation of the F protein in the context of the complete viral genome is not known, we can assume that it is comparable with the value we observed. A low level of synthesis such as that we observe is not uncommon for viral regulatory proteins whose expression is regulated at the translational level. For example, the barley yellow dwarf virus ([@b45]) and the yeast L-A double-stranded RNA virus ([@b46]) use a −1 ribosomal frameshift with an efficiency of about 1 and 2%, respectively, to produce a polymerase required for their replication.

It is known that a Met-tRNA~i~-dependent initiation of translation can occur at codons that differ from AUG by 1 nt ([@b32]--[@b34]), such as a GUG codon. However, the initiation of translation with Met-tRNA~i~ at a GCG codon that differs from AUG by 2 nt is unprecedented. Contrasting with the fidelity of ribosomal decoding in the A site, information about the stringency of codon--anticodon pairing in the P site is rather limited. This stringency was analyzed thoroughly in translational bypassing, an event where ribosomes bearing a peptidyl-tRNA in the P site suspend translation at a given site by disrupting codon--anticodon interaction, scan the messenger and resume translation downstream. Most frequently, the codon where translation resumes is perfectly complementary to the anticodon of the peptidyl-tRNA, but it was observed that this complementarity is not always perfect \[reviewed in ([@b47])\]. Depending on the local context of the codon where translation resumes, codon--anticodon complementarity can also involve 3 bp with a wobble base pair at any position or 2 out of 3 bp with a wobble base pair at one or both positions. It is interesting to observe that when initiation occurs at a GUG codon, pairing of this codon with the anticodon of Met-tRNA~i~ (3′-UAC) implies 3 bp with a G-U wobble at the first position. With GCG, the pairing forms 2 out of 3 bp with also a G-U wobble at the first position.

We showed in this study that, when codon 26(+1) is GUG, it is selected as a translation start site whether the initiation is IRES- or cap-dependent. This indicates that there must be some peculiar features in the sequence proximal to this codon that favor translation initiation at this position. With pHCV-426-LUC, which encompasses the first 28 codons of the polyprotein sequence, the F protein was synthesized at a very low efficiency. Lengthening the HCV insertion so as to encompass the first 35 codons of the polyprotein (pHCV-447-LUC), stimulated synthesis of the F protein by ∼3-fold. It can be suggested that the short segment encompassing nt 427--447 contains a signal that enhances the selection of codon 26(+1) for initiation of translation. We can propose that this signal could base pair to a complementary sequence within the 18S ribosomal RNA of the 40S subunit or participate in a specific secondary structure, causing in either case a distortion of the P site that would facilitate the decoding of a non-AUG codon by the Met-tRNA~i~. This selection signal would be trapped in a long irregular helix in pHCV-510-LUC (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, right), accounting for the decrease in the synthesis of the F protein observed with this construct. When the complete viral genome is present, a conformational switch between alternative RNA structures could expose codon 26(+1) and its selection signal, controlling the efficiency of initiation of the synthesis of the F protein. When codon 26(+1) is GCG, the additional presence of the HCV IRES is required for the initiation of translation of the F protein. Upon binding to the HCV IRES, the 40S subunit undergoes drastic conformational changes ([@b48]). We hypothesize that the simultaneous interaction with the HCV IRES and with a signal proximal to codon 26(+1) induces changes in the P site of the 40S subunit that stabilize the pairing between the anticodon of Met-tRNA~i~ and the GCG codon, although this pairing is not perfect. Such an effect of the HCV IRES is supported by the fact that initiation of translation of the polyprotein is marginally altered when the AUG initiation codon is mutated to AUU or CUG ([@b49]).

Using the translational start site defined by our study, the molecular weight of the F protein can be calculated to be 14.4 kDa. As mentioned in the Introduction, Vassilaki and Mavromara ([@b21]), using a fusion of the beginning of the HCV-coding sequence to the luciferase gene, observed the synthesis of a novel HCV protein in cultured cells. This protein of ∼8 kDa resulted from initiation at an AUG codon overlapping codon 86 or 88 of the polyprotein, but in a +1 reading frame. The constructs used in the present study do not encompass the region containing these two AUG codons, but when we lengthened the inserted segment of the HCV-coding sequence so as to include these two AUGs, synthesis of luciferase in the +1 frame increased 4- to 5-fold (data not shown). This result is consistent with the observation of Vassilaki and Mavromara ([@b21]) that an additional protein, shorter than the F protein, could be synthesized from the +1 reading frame of the HCV polyprotein. Whether this short protein is actually synthesized in HCV-infected cells remains to be determined.

Finally, although the function of the F protein is unknown, it is well documented that viral proteins whose expression is regulated at the translational level, whether by frameshift, readthrough of a stop codon or alternative initiation, usually play an important role in viral replication ([@b50]--[@b53]). The F protein is not required for HCV RNA replication since HCV subgenomic RNA replicons can replicate in its absence ([@b54]--[@b57]). Interestingly, initiation of the synthesis of the F protein is reminiscent of the situation encountered with the synthesis of the L\* protein in Theiler\'s murine encephalomyelitis virus. This picornavirus possesses a genome organization related to HCV and the L\* protein is produced by an IRES-mediated initiation in the +1 reading frame of the polyprotein 13 nt downstream of the polyprotein AUG start site ([@b58]). The L\* protein can be expressed from an AUG or an ACG codon and is essential for viral persistence ([@b59]). The similarity in the mechanisms accounting for the initiation of the synthesis of the L\* and the F protein leads us to hypothesize that the F protein could be involved in HCV persistence.
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![Sequence and secondary structure of the HCV IRES \[based on reference ([@b60])\] and beginning of the HCV-coding sequence (nt 1--510 of genotype 1a). The initiation codon of the HCV polyprotein (codon 1, nt 342--344) is highlighted. The gray arrows point to the 5′ end (nt 1) of the IRES and to the 5′end (nt 290) of the HCV insertion in the constructs without IRES (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The black arrows point to the 3′ end of segments of different length of the HCV-coding sequence that were used in this study. The number preceding the arrows corresponds to the last nucleotide of these segments. The sites where a +1 ribosomal frameshift was previously proposed to occur (see the text) are in bold and marked by arrowheads. The brackets indicate codons of the HCV polyprotein with their corresponding number, which are referred to in the text. The codon overlapping codon 26 in the +1 reading frame to which we also refer in the text is in bold. It was verified, using the *mfold* program ([@b61]), that the predicted secondary structure of the HCV sequence was not altered when it was fused to the luciferase-coding sequence.](gki292f1){#fig1}

![Description of the luciferase vectors used for the study of the expression of HCV F protein *in vitro* and in cultured cells. Nucleotides are numbered according to [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. (**A**) The construct presented in this figure is pHCV-447-LUC, where a portion of the HCV-coding sequence extending to nt 447 is inserted upstream the coding sequence of the firefly luciferase reporter gene. Inserts of different length are: pHCV-387-LUC, pHCV-426-LUC, pHCV-447-LUC and pHCV-510-LUC, where the number indicates the last nucleotide of the insertion (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The AUG initiation codon (nt 342--344) of the HCV polyprotein is underlined. For the (0) constructs, the luciferase sequence is in-frame with this AUG initiation codon. For these (0) constructs, the expression of luciferase mimics the synthesis of the polyprotein. For the (+1) constructs, an adenine was added immediately after the BamHI restriction site (at position 455), so that only ribosomes translating the HCV sequence in the +1 reading frame relative to the HCV AUG initiator codon synthesize luciferase. With these (+1) constructs the expression of luciferase mimics the synthesis of the F protein. All the constructs were cloned by inserting a PCR product containing the investigated HCV sequence between the KpnI--BamHI sites of the pcDNA3.1-LUC vector. This HCV sequence was obtained from a plasmid that contains the 5′-UTR plus the beginning of the coding sequence of HCV genotype 1a (see Materials and Methods). In all the pHCV-LUC (0) and (+1) constructs, the HCV-coding sequence is preceded either by the complete HCV 5′-UTR (IRES constructs) or by a small segment (nt 290--341) of the HCV 5′-UTR region (cap constructs). The boxed sequence, which corresponds to a HCV consensus sequence, was mutated in pHCV-387-LUC, pHCV-426-LUC, pHCV-447-LUC and pHCV-510-LUC, creating derivatives with a stretch of 10A (10A constructs). (**B**) Sequences of the HCV-coding region of the derivatives of pHCV-447-LUC constructed in this study. Nucleotides that are mutated are underlined and nucleotides that are inserted and deleted are in bold and indicated by a dashed line, respectively.](gki292f2){#fig2}

![Synthesis of the F protein with constructs containing insertions of different length of the HCV-coding sequence. The synthesis of the F protein was measured with constructs containing HCV segments of different length described in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In the pHCV-387-LUC, pHCV-426-LUC, pHCV-447-LUC and pHCV-510-LUC cap and IRES constructs, the consensus HCV sequence (AAAGAAAAAC, nt 364--373) occupies the site where a +1 frameshift was proposed to occur. In the 10A corresponding constructs, the consensus HCV sequence is replaced with a 10A stretch. (**A**) Synthesis of the F protein in cultured cells. Synthesis of the F protein was measured after co-transfection of 293FT cells with 3 μg of a pHCV-LUC (0) or (+1) construct and 1 μg of pcDNA3.1/Hygro(+)/lacZ, which is used to normalize for variations in transfection efficiency. (**B**) Synthesis of the F protein *in vitro*. *In vitro* translation experiments were carried out in 25 μl of RRL with 0.2 μg of mRNAs transcribed from the FbaI-digested pHCV-LUC constructs. Results are reported as the amount of F protein synthesized (assessed by the activity of luciferase in the +1 reading frame) relative to the amount of the polyprotein synthesized (assessed by the activity of luciferase in the 0 reading frame) and were calculated as described in the text. Each value represents the mean ± standard error of four to six independent experiments.](gki292f3){#fig3}

![Synthesis of the F protein when a stop codon is introduced in the reading frame of the polyprotein. A UGA stop codon was introduced in pHCV-447-LUC, in the reading frame of the polyprotein, upstream or across the previously proposed +1 ribosomal frameshift site ([@b15]) at codon 3, 9, 10, 11 or 12. This generated pHCV-UGA3-LUC, pHCV-UGA9-LUC, pHCV-UGA10-LUC, pHCV-UGA11-LUC and pHCV-UGA12-LUC. All these constructs either contained or did not contain the HCV IRES (IRES and cap construct, respectively), except pHCV-UGA3-LUC for which the HCV IRES was not constructed since mutating nt 348--350 of the HCV RNA destabilizes a hairpin structure that is important for the IRES function ([@b62]). Assays were made in cultured cells as described in the legend to [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The synthesis of the F protein in the mutant constructs is expressed relative to that obtained with pHCV-447-LUC (+1), which is arbitrarily set at 100%. Each value represents the mean ± standard error of four to six independent experiments.](gki292f4){#fig4}

![Synthesis of the polyprotein and the F protein when the AUG start codon of the polyprotein or its context is mutated. Derivatives of pHCV-447-LUC were constructed by mutating the AUG (nt 342--344) polyprotein start codon to UAC or its upstream context from ACC to UUU, generating pHCV-accUAC-LUC and pHCV-uuuAUG-LUC, respectively. Translation efficiencies are indicated on a logarithmic scale for the polyprotein and the F protein. The synthesis of the polyprotein measured with the mutant (0) constructs and that of the F protein measured with the (+1) constructs are expressed relative to the synthesis of the polyprotein with pHCV-447-LUC (0), which is arbitrarily set at 100%. Assays were made in cultured cells as described in the legend to [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Each value represents the mean ± standard error of four to six independent experiments.](gki292f5){#fig5}

![Identification of the translation start site of the F protein. A stop codon was introduced in pHCV-447-LUC at codons overlapping codon 23, 24, 25 or 26 of the polyprotein in the +1 reading frame, generating pHCV-UAA23+1-LUC, pHCV-UGA24+1-LUC, pHCV-UGA25+1-LUC and pHCV-UGA26+1-LUC. Assays were made in cultured cells, as described in the legend to [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The efficiency of the synthesis of the F protein from construct pHCV-447-LUC (+1) is arbitrarily set at 100%. Each value represents the mean ± standard error of four to six independent experiments.](gki292f6){#fig6}

![Confirmation of the location of the translation start site of the F protein. (**A**) Description of the mutants used for this confirmation. A nucleotide was added in pHCV-447-LUC (+1) immediately after codon 25(+1) or 26(+1), generating pHCV+U418-LUC and pHCV+U421-LUC, respectively, where the reading frame of luciferase that monitors the synthesis of the F protein is shifted by 1 nt relative to its reading frame in pHCV-447-LUC (+1). Nt 447 was deleted (dashed line) in pHCV+U421-LUC, generating pHCV+U421ΔU447-LUC, in which the luciferase reading frame is restored. (**B**) Assays were made in cultured cells as described in the legend to [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The efficiency of synthesis of the F protein from construct pHCV-447-LUC (+1) is arbitrarily set at 100%. Each value represents the mean ± standard error of four to six independent experiments.](gki292f7){#fig7}

![Further details on the initiation of translation of the F protein. In pHCV-GCG26+1-LUC, the initiation codon of the F protein, which is GUG in pHCV-447-LUC, was mutated to GCG. In pHCV-AUG23-LUC, an AUG codon with an optimal Kozak context for initiation was introduced in the 0 frame at codon 23 of pHCV-447-LUC. In pHCV-AUG26+1-LUC, the GUG initiation codon of the F protein was mutated to AUG. In pHCV-accGUG26+1-LUC and pHCV-accGCG26+1-LUC, the Kozak context of codon 26(+1) was mutated to ACC, the initiator codon being GUG and GCG, respectively. The synthesis of the F protein is indicated on a logarithmic scale. Assays were made in cultured cells, as described in the legend to [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The synthesis of the F protein from pHCV-447-LUC (+1) is arbitrarily set at 100%. Each value represents the mean ± standard error of four to six independent experiments.](gki292f8){#fig8}

![Inhibition of the synthesis of the polyprotein and the F protein by edeine. *In vitro* translation experiments were carried out in 25 μl of RRL containing 0, 0.1, 0.2 or 0.3 μM edeine, with 0.2 μg of mRNAs transcribed from the FbaI-digested pHCV-LUC IRES constructs. For each construct, the protein synthesis in the absence of edeine (0 μM) is arbitrarily set at 100%. Each value represents the mean ± standard error of three independent experiments.](gki292f9){#fig9}
